
Be helpful.

Name:

Read and write. Then number.A

Unit 2 Lesson 3

1.  Mina and Sam are     
  when they find some animal 
tracks. They follow the animal tracks to a big 
tree. Mina is   the tree when 
Sam finds the animal tracks again.

2. Then they follow the     to a 
bigger tree. Sam is identifying the tree   
Mina follows the animal tracks to a cave.

3. “Let’s   it!” says Mina. 
“OK,” says Sam. “But let’s hurry. I’m hungry and 
tired.” They explore the  . But they 
don’t find the animal. 

I helped  

 

When did you help someone find his or her way? Write.B

4. “Let’s go,” says Mina. They look around but can’t tell   they are. Then 
they   something behind them.

5. “Hi Mr. Parker,” says Sam. “Where   you all day?” asks Mr. Parker.  
“We got lost,” says Mina. “Which   is the campsite?”  
“It’s   way,” says Mr. Parker. He points to some trees.  
The campsite is right in front of them! “  a lot!” say Mina and Sam.

animal tracks cave explore hear identifying wild thanks  
picking way that where were strawberries when
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Science

Name:

Read and write the headings.A

Look at  A . Write the number. B

Write the words in the correct column. C

Unit 2 Lesson 4

1.    These come in many shapes and sizes. When they are in the earth, 

they grow and become new plants.

2.   They grow underground. They take in food and water for the plant.

3.   It grows up from the roots and helps the plant stand.

4.    These grow out of the stem. They use the sun to make food for  

the plant.

5.   These help the plant make seeds. 

6.   Apples, oranges, and tomatoes have seeds in them. 

Plants Fruit

stem roots leaves flowers fruit seeds

apple grass flower orange tomato tree
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